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When Fish Speak English
Lending Context to Your Conversations about
Nature and Health
Salish Sea Ecosystem Conference- 2018
Today’s Charge
Be yourself- tell people why you care about your 
work
Ask questions and get to know other points of  view
Explain what your work means to THEIR 
INTERESTS
It’s almost cocktail hour...
Science of  Cute
So use cute in your messaging (conservation 
NGOs do it!)
I. US: A Guide to Humans
• We are VISUAL- nearly 60% of  our neural networks are 
connected with vision
• We are EMOTIONAL first- the rational human models 
are simply false
• We use FILTERS for all incoming information
Rational Actor Model is *meh*








• Lack of  Control




Humans are Group Animals
Humans seek “In-group” affiliation- what our peers think 
and do is INFLUENTIAL- more than you think
Most Important Book Ever Read
World Views are Cubby Holes 
Take aways
• Repeat repeat repeat your message (language activates ideas in your brain)
• The result? more activation=the idea gets stronger
• Reframe: Regulations vs. protections
• Never say the word or phrase you want to negate (such as “fake news”): 
DIVERT ATTENTION and use your frame
II. YOU: About Scientists
Views of  Scientists
• Smart
• Mysterious      
• Trusted






Other factors that influence trust in scientists:
• Who the audience is (race, sex, social capital, education, knowledge)
• Social identity (how people think about themselves)
• Whether you are judged as warm and competent
• Judgments about your motives and intent
• Source of  the information itself
Old Thinking: The Deficit Model 
• Deficit model says if  you fill people up with science information and data 
they will:
• Accept it
• Respond to it
• Change their beliefs




• Simple (Explore your Dollars Close to 
Home. Go Where Other’s Don’t)
• Unexpected (humor, people dressed 
as Sasquatch in downtown Duvall)
• Credible (from trusted messengers, 
who are effective in creating emotion)
• Concrete (name places and things- be 
specific- find a universal language)
• Emotional (triggers a part of  the 
brain which is more likely to lead to 
both action & giving $)
• Stories (this is the way people 
understand the world and plug in facts)
Messages
• Create three messages and 
answer for your target: 
“why should I care?”
• Use humor (squirt of  
dopamine promised!)
• Pay attention to the 
messenger: It might NOT 
be you (but a trust source 
or opinion leader of  your 
target audiences’)
A few shortcuts
• Simplify cause and effect- put 
the grey area on a web site
• Connect with people’s 
everyday lives: food, flooding, 
recreation, money, family 
health
• Reveal the unrevealed




• Reframe your ask as an opportunity for the target audience (benefits)
• Connect with the values and interests of  your target audiences
• Chunk out information
• Focus on system level issues but reinforce that thousands of  small actions 
from individuals really do add up and matter
Tell Stories
Why Stories Matter
• It is how we understand the world around us- Native and 
Indigenous people are masters of  storytelling
• Provides an arc of  tension which provides us with hope
• Provides context
• Can transmit the basis for pro environmental action by illustration
• Makes you relatable
AAAS  Center for Public Engagement with 
Science and Technology
https://www.aaas.org/pes
Public Engagement with Science and Technology
http://www.science-engage.org/index.html










• Based on traditional marketing
• Aimed at social good- do or stop 
doing something- alter current 
behavior
• Based on cognitive and behavioral 
psychology
• May use social MEDIA (tools) but 
is NOT the same thing
• Targeted at very specific 
behaviors
• Is a subset of overall 
communication strategies and 
approaches
Favorite Tools
• Commitment (public or in writing 
best)
• Framing (recast how you position 
an issue- provide context)
• Incentives




Targeting your Audiences for Action
IV.  THEM: Target Audiences and 




• Every target audience has demographic and psychographic 
data associated with it (age, location, gender, values, 
preferences, lifestyle etc).
• Work to find cost effective ways to find out who you need to 
influence and what they value and why
Unlikely Allies
Communities of  Practice
How to use COPs
• Develop easy to use tools and models to share with them
• Collaboratively develop workgroups to explore problem solving
• Build trust relationships by meeting often and sometimes out of  work hours 
(to build social capital)
• Help them build capacity and use them to identify barriers to what you are 
asking them to do 
V. Science Communication
It’s An Exchange
• NOTE: Not just you to them (your target 
audience) but YOU listening to their concerns, 
ideas, values, interests and beliefs
• About Science
• To achieve a goal
Science Communication Goals
• Share Findings
• Increase Science Appreciation
• Increase knowledge about an issue that requires a decision
• Influence people’s opinions, behavior, and policy preferences
• Engage with Diverse Groups so their perspectives are considered
Filtering Science
• Mental Models: Beliefs that explain how the world works
• Heuristics: short cuts that permit people to decide quickly and efficiently 
how likely or dangerous something is
Particularly important! Motivated reasoning is judgment bias in favor of  one’s 
immediately accessible beliefs and feelings
• Emotions (but emotional reactions also MOTIVATE people to act)
Presenting Science Information
AVOID political speech at all costs
When information from science is at odds with political 
ideology:
• Acceptance of  information declines
• Trust declines
Uncertainty
Crux of  the matter:
Science is all about uncertainty and policy and advocacy are 
all about getting things done, clarity and certainty:
CONFLICTING needs and points of  view- what’s a 
mother to do?
Why it’s confusing
How to Address Uncertainty
• Communicate Scientific Consensus
• Be honest about the “why” of  the uncertainty
• Work hard to establish the frame for the issue upfront




Science salons and fairs
Runway Fashion shows (that’s right)
Direct meetings and presentations

End on a Smile
Thank you so much! Questions? 
Heidi Siegelbaum
Heidi.Siegelbaum@wsu.edu
(253) 445-4502
